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“Poetry is about manner as much as it is about matter.”
   From Armitage’s preface to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
  

The poetic enterprise on 103rd Street imbues all of our work. Every day we ask 
our students to engage the world, words, and themselves with the hard gaze of 
disciplined inquiry – and we demand that hard gaze be softened by a love and awe 
for what they examine. This process occurs in the mathematics classroom, the 
science lab, and on the soccer pitch. 

With poetry specifically, our students closely observe their own interior and our 
shared exterior worlds – the matter.  Then students, while learning the templates 
and structures of great poetry, carefully craft language and develop dynamic oratory 
– the manner of expression. With matter and manner in balance, students seek to 
move themselves and others to active empathy, deep understanding, laughter, tears, 
and hope.  

Ivan M. Hageman
Head of School

By Raquel, EHS Alumna ’121    



The East Harlem School at Exodus House
Small school. BIG impact.

Our mission:  The East Harlem School at Exodus House is an independent middle 
school that serves students in grades 4-8 from low-income families in Harlem 
who exhibit a desire to rise to their academic potential. EHS targets children from 
underserved families and then helps them develop academic excellence, moral 
integrity, courtesy, and an unshakable commitment to their future and the fate of their 
community.  EHS provides an intensive year-round academic program over an extended 
school day (8:00AM-5:00PM) and offers a comprehensive learning experience for 
students through a challenging and cohesive combination of  academic, extracurricular, 
summer, travel, and alumni programs.

Our history:  Exodus House has been an anchoring and iconic institution in Harlem 
since its founding in 1963 by Reverend Dr. Lynn and Mrs. Leola Hageman as a drug 
rehabilitation center. Due to a heightened concern for the welfare and well-being of the 
community’s many underserved, at-risk children, Exodus House was converted in 1984 
to an after-school and summer program facility.  Then, in the fall of 1993, inspired by 
the steadfast commitment of their parents to the East Harlem community, the couple’s 
sons, Hans and Ivan, opened a year-round independent middle school on the original 
Exodus House site to better address the critical needs of these children and their 
families.  Today, EHS is chartered by the New York State Department of Education and 
accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools. The East Harlem 
School is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.

By Saraly, Grade 7
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Student poets with Slam Judges Aimee Mullins, Rives, EHS Alumnus Bryan Zapata, and Lisa 
Falcone at the 2013 Spring Poetry Slam on May 9, 2013 at B.B. King Blues Club & Grill.

Photo Credit: Michael Priest Photography

“The Slam is what we do.”
-Head of School, Ivan Hageman
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Student Poetry 

Alejandra—Regret         5
Alexander—Our Lights        6
Arturo—The Route Kings        7
Ashley—The Rock Will Change the Water      8
Autumn—The Creator        9
Britney—Crown Princess        10
Clyde—Dear Fear         11
Cynthia—Snow Angels        12
Daniel—Blue Lines         13
Donna—The Chest of Drawers       14
Evelyn—Life Like This        15
Fatima— I, Malala         16
Hamelin—This Woman Running       17
Imani B.—Together Through It All       18
Imani D.—I (Your Mother)        19
Jada—Cracked Keychain        20
Jesujwon—The Sun Speaks Forgiveness      21
Juan—To My Mother         22
Juan Carlos—My Hero        23
Julissa—My Ride         24
Laura—Angel Guardiana        25
Luis—Dr. Ramos         26
Messiah—Ode to the Pencil        27
Obadiah—Reason         28
Rafael—The Puerto Rican Boy       29
Rhakieem—Dive         30
Ricky—Super Dad         31
Ronaldo—Always         32
Sofia—They Already Knew the Steps      33
Viviana—The Victorias        34 
Yadira—Elegantly, Even        35
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Sponsored by Michael & Diana Brooks, Leigh Butler, Ben Chin, Timothy Chow, Russell & Ingrid 
Wong, Elizabeth Eielson, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Lily Gordon, Greta Gunnarsdottir, Kim 

Lumpkin, Monica Machado, Linda Malamy, Amber Patton, Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, 
Dan Singer & Catherine Havemeyer, Lorre Snyder, Pamela Thomas, Remi L.Yong, 

and Erika Zauner

Regret
By Alejandra, Grade 7

I’m too young for regret,
But I see the sadness in my father
For leaving his parents in the DR.
He closes his eyes and turns away
From their voices on the phone,
Taking a moment to breathe.

I can see his Adam’s apple
Moving up and down,
But I know he wouldn’t want me
To see him cry.
 
I’m too young for regret,
But I see it coming
For my godmother,
Who brings the burning cigarette
To her baby pink lips.

I watch the smoke surround her,
Fading away into the air,
Slowly seeping into her cells.

I’m too young for regret,
But I’m old enough to fear it,
Wise enough to let it
Make me careful,
Thoughtful,
Strong enough to know it won’t catch me.
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Our Lights
By Alexander, Grade 8 

The light off of the East Harlem River,
The dark, but still glossy water,
The light I see in my community’s eyes,
The light that gives hope to everyone in El Barrio.
Our sign of hope.

The light of the Caribbean Sea,
Its clarity and crispness brings longing
To those who left.
I see the longing in my family’s eyes.
Times of despair, times of work, times of happiness.
Our sign of happiness.

In both my eyes
I hold our hope.
I hold our longing.
I am the Dominican Prometheus.
I bring the light!

Sponsored by Bill & Eileen DeVito,Virginia Lopez, Robert Meringolo, 
and Doug Ross & Jerilynn Radcliffe
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The Route Kings     
By Arturo, Grade 5

Three kings
Walk under 
La estrella de Belén,
Sent to adore the new, young king,
Carrying gifts for this Christ child.

Three kings
Walk a slightly different route today.
Sent to find their paths,
Carrying questions of their future.

No star in sight on 103rd, but
They follow a perfect path—
Though cracked—
That will guide their fate.

They arrive with gifts
As they descend on the shining building.
But they know their gifts,
Like the Magi’s,
Are not like the gifts
Their salvation will bring.

Traveling from yonder to yonder,
Giving knowledge
Only to receive more in return.

They can see their future as
They travel back,
Shrouded in the darkness.
They walk with their lit gifts.

They finished their job for the day.

We three kings,
Michell, Pablo, and I.

Sponsored by Timothy Chow, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Robert Meringolo, and 
Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs
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The Rock Will Change the Water
By Ashley, Grade 6

A tiny rock in a big world
Sits among the others
As the wistful wind whistles.

Edges round from years of neglect.
A rock like every other.

One day,
Someone will skip that rock into the river and
Make the water ripple.

The rock will change the water.
Not small anymore.
Pushing, raising, and
Rippling the river waves.

I will change the water.
I will be the rock.
People will remember.

Sponsored by Joseph Braunreuther, Michael & Diana Brooks, Amy Dunn, Pamela and Kenneth 
Dunn, Uwa Eno-Obong, Peter Feldman, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Lily Gordon, Young Lee, 
Ronald Levine, Maura Lyons, Robert Meringolo, Sandra Michael, Dr. Ena Pearl, Alison Pena, 

Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs, Anne Robinson, Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, 
Dan Singer & Catherine Havemeyer, and Joy Singer
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The Creator
By Autumn, Grade 6

He saunters down the aisles,
Pressing gently on the skins.
Only he knows when the time is right to reap.
Some are rough in his coarse hands,
Weighed down by his hardened skin.
His fingers feel the jagged jumps
In the supple skin—
And the time is right to reap.

For months, the fruit has grown.
Water, sun, and soil scheming together
To make the fruit flourish.
He brings the supple skin
To his face.  The intoxicating
Aroma tells him what only he knows:
That the time is right to reap.

He knows because it’s autumn,
And the fruits are on the vine.
The supple skins are soft to touch, and
The sweet smell has stalked him for years.
He knows because he reaps
For the fruit of his vine—
His Autumn.
 

Sponsored by Robert Meringolo, Alison Pena, Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs, and 
Remi L.Yong
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Crowns for a Princess
By Britney, Grade 6

My headbands are like
Crowns for a
Simple city princess.
They don’t have too many jewels,
Nor heavy gold.
Just simple crowns
That can fit on my head
To make me look my very best.

They’re ruby, tangy, milky, navy,
Some are plumed with feathers.
Even the smallest one makes
Me feel big inside.

One makes me feel smart,
Like I can ace the test.
The next one makes me laugh and
The world will giggle with me.
One headband is my favorite.  It’s
Tangerine pink petals
Make me feel bright.
The last one makes me feel sneaky
Like I can fool the world, and

Make them think I am a princess
With my crowns of petaled 
pulchritude.

Sponsored by Leigh Butler, Robert Meringolo, and Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs
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Dear Fear
By Clyde, Grade 7

Dear Fear,

You are a persistent,
Irrational, supercilious,
Ill-chosen, impudent,
Slovenly, contemptuous,
Fool.

You are an intricate difficulty,
One with no end in sight,
A disdainful obscenity.
Such a shame you have forced me to go 
down without a
Fight.

You are a waste of emotions,
An ostentatious harlot.
To you, I’ve no devotions.
My hate for you burns bright
Scarlet.

Sponsored by Diana & Michael Brooks, Katherine Chang, Ben Chin, Timothy Chow, Fairfax Dorn, 
Kenneth and Pamela Dunn, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Lily Gordon, Greta Gunnarsdottir, 

Carolyn Leonhart-Escoffrey, Virginia Lopez, Linda Malamy, Robert Meringolo, Jamie Niven, 
Amber Patton, Matthew Quan, Bernadette Ramos, Anne Robinson, R.D.Rosen, Eleni Roulis, 

Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, Dan Singer & Catherine Havemeyer, Pamela Thomas, Rachel & 
Nancy Woolf, and Remi L. Yong

And have you no shame?
No filter inside your head?
It is on me they place the blame.
This is all your fault, they said.

And now I must say, Adieu!
Farewell! Goodbye! Go!
Good riddance to you!
You must leave however so!
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Snow Angels
By Cynthia, Grade 7 

When I was five I made snow angels in the deep pearl snow.
I would lie on the snow and look at the clear aqua sky,
Feeling the smooth but frozen snow.
I could smell winter, its crisp cold.
In that moment, my calm erased all my thoughts.
The hands of time are always ticking, but in that moment,
Even time was frozen.

Sponsored by Michael & Diana Brooks, Lily Gordon, Robert Meringolo, R.D. Rosen, 
and Remi L. Yong
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Blue Lines
By Daniel, Grade 8

The mouthpiece to my heart,
The key to my soul,
My motivation the fire,
And you the coal.
You keep the fire going,
Some not even knowing,
Your meaning, your goal.
But I do:
To satisfy the soul.

My thoughts and emotions
Ride an assembly of blue lines.
Trying to build them into rhymes,
Trying to lure and charm humanity,
With you.
What if they don’t like it?
Well, it’s what I feel.
The sorrow, the happiness, the joy.
Can I really write my emotions?
And explain them with the motion
Of my words?

The words of happiness and sorrow
That I hope not to find in my heart tomorrow,
Just in these couple of blue lines.
These lines that have changed me.
I find a voice inside to help me fight
The mouthpiece to my heart.
The key to my soul.
With you, I am a whole.

Sponsored by Becky de Kertanguy, Russell DeLaCour & Ingrid Wong, Bill Glaser & 
Eileen DeVito, Greta Gunnarsdottir, Virginia Lopez, Robert Meringolo, 

Doug Ross & Jerilyn Radcliffe, Rusty & Julia Shepard, and Stephanie Tseng
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The Chest of Drawers 
By Donna, Grade 5

There is a chest of drawers,                                       
Five big ones and
Two little ones.
On top, a TV and telephone.
Sometimes cups and dishes inside.
Full of memories.

I am full of black sadness
When I open the drawers
And see the blue jeans,
The violet shirt with the ballerina twirl.
They remind me of my dad.
The day we went shopping.
The day we ate pizza on 86th Street.
He dropped me off at the subway,
And my mom picked me up.

I am full of purple joy
When I open the small drawers 
And see my pencil case.
The shiny black and purple mechanical   
  pencils.
They remind me of my mom.
The day I returned from sleep-away   
  camp.
The day she surprised me
With my new school supplies.

I am full of black sadness
When I see the square, black   
  telephone.
The one I use to call him.
Dad.
The sad telephone that only has   
  excuses.

I am full of purple joy
When I open the drawer and see
The blue and purple hair pins, 
Elastics, and headbands.
They remind me of how she used to 
  comb
My shiny black hair,
How she pulled the blanket 
Tightly over my five year old body.

Sponsored by Anonymous, Steve Blumenthal, Carol Brown, Leigh Butler, 
Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Linda & Jeff Malamy, Sandra Michael, Bill Paypah, R.D. Rosen, 

and Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir
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Life Like This
By Evelyn, Grade 8

The bright sun overhead
Reflects off the car’s sea blue color,
Glittering like waves caught in the sun.

I look forward out the open back door,   
  and I see rocks skid,
Scattered by the car’s big black tires.

We stop at different places that are all 
  green with edible life.
A man with a shirt like lemons and shorts      
  white as snow
Bends down and picks up a round, red 
  object, a tomato.

Then the wind picks up, rustling the    
  leaves,
Sending ripples through the water nearby.
I glance up and the sun blinds me for a 
  second.
I look around and I see that it is no longer 
  noon, but morning.

The man no longer wears his lemon shirt  
  or white shorts.
He now wears dirty clothes that look as 
though they have been dragged through 
  mud.

It is a school day I realize.
I walk towards the man and I yell
Que no tienes escuela?
Don’t you have school?

No response.  
He keeps on picking vegetables.
Tired from working,
He does not stop.

I look back at the car,
Waiting to return to the present,
Then to the man.
Abruptly he stands straight.
He looks up and says to himself,
Cuando yo tenga hijos no van a 
  vivir asi,
When I have kids they won’t live 
  like this.

As he wipes the sweat from his 
  tan, dark-skinned face,
I smile to myself knowing he is 
  correct.
They don’t live like that.

Sponsored by Sarah Adler, Ben Chin, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Linda Malamy, Andrew McIlroy 
& Kit Letterese, Rob Meringolo, and Doug Ross & Jerilyn Radcliffe
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I, Malala
By Fatima, Grade 6
 
I am sitting,
Sitting in a storied room.
Blue tears, crystal clear
Paint the walls.
But mine are still in my smile.
I remember those woeful words
Tattooed all over my body.
I will never forget them.
How would it have been for me?
For her?

I am walking,
Walking beneath the desert sun
That crumbled trees
To yellow ashes.
My bare brown feet
Represent who I am
Tanned by the yellow wallpaper
Spread like a blanket over me.

I am gone,
Alone from my graciously good,
God-sent guardians
Who look upon me from
The rays of the sun.
They tell me to learn, and
I clutch my hidden texts under
My hijab.
 

Sponsored by Michael & Diana Brooks, Becky de Kertanguy, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, and 
Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs

I am wondering,
Wondering what would
Happen to me.
I don’t know the
When, the why, or the who
That will come to hurt me.

I am listening,
Listening to the big bang
That shuts the world
Of sorrow behind me.
I close them.
I have no choice.
The world is dark.

I am in a building,
A building that
Sews sorrows to smiles.
I say it was for a minute,
But spies say
It was for a drowning day.
Clinging cameras are in front,
Back, and beside me
Foreign languages
Cling to my irritated ears.
I will get out of here, and
When I do,
I’ll tell people how it was
For me.
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This Woman Running
By Hamelin, Grade 6

This woman I see in front of me
Cleans her house
Does the laundry
Cooks for her children
Does her daughter’s hair and 
Screams,
Tate tranquila!
Stay still!
To the squirming bottoms in their chairs.

This woman I see in front of me
Bathes her children
Works five longs days
To provide for her family and
To pay the bills by herself.

There is no rest for this woman I see.
When she comes home from work,
She goes straight to the kitchen,
Murmuring to herself,
Humming a slow lullaby for her children.

This woman I see in front of me
Speaks Spanish smooth and swiftly.
Though her English is broken,
It stumbles from her full lips.
Her jumbled mind makes sense of  
  things:
Buses, streets, and trains
That bring her back to me.

This woman I see in front of me
Walks like the world will end,
Every step part of a race.
She’s running for her family.
I love this woman,
This woman I see in front of me.
She is running for me.

Sponsored by John & Elaine Alexander, Steve Blumenthal, Michael & Diana Brooks, 
Becky de Kertanguy, Ilene Deutsch, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Lisa & Oliver Knowlton, 

Carolyn Leonhart-Escoffery, Andrew McIlroy & Kit Letterese, Robert Meringolo, 
Sandra Michael, Jamie Niven, Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs, Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, 

and Remi L. Yong
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Together Through It All
By Imani B., Grade 6 

Walking through the halls feeling
The kicking in her stomach and
Kicking herself for her decisions.
Feeling pushed by the feelings
In her heart and
In her gut.

Left behind by so-called friends and 
so-called teachers.
For nine months that felt like years,
We were teased, threatened.
We wanted to give up
But we knew that if we did
We would leave the future behind.
So we stood strong through it all
With swollen ankles and swollen 
belly.

Sometimes because of the shame
We felt we shouldn’t be together.
Not through this.
But then, the little feet that had kicked
And pushed,
And yearned to see the halls
Suddenly emerged so that those
Little feet could walk, too.

Sponsored by Janine Antoni, Natalie Boyce, Timothy Chow, Jennifer Feierman, Bill Glaser & 
Eileen DeVito, Ashley Goodale, Stephanie Kearney, Virginia Lopez, Alexandra Low, Robert 

Meringolo, Sandra Michael, Margaret Moslander, Shequan Planes, Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs, 
and Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir

When we were mother and 
  daughter,
Separate but together,
Friends came back, one by one
To offer help
To walk beside us—
If not a mile in our shoes.
Together through it all,
My mother and I.
Before we were lost
But now we are found.

You’ll thank me when you get older   
and understand.
She says and I listen
I’m not older, but I understand.
You’ll thank me.
Those words come to mind, but   
  how?
How do I thank her and tell her that
I remember what we’ve been  
  through?

The memory kicks us
Both in the heart.
Together through it all,
We still walk those high school halls.
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I (Your Mother)
Inspired by Gwendolyn Brooks
By Imani D., Grade 6

Who is waiting? 
I am waiting
For my daughter
To come home to me,
Your mother.
Your caring and loving father
Isn’t sitting beside me any more
But I am still here waiting.

Come home.
Spend some time with me.
We can live off of chicken and Dipsy    
  Doodles
In a one-room, cluttered, crowded,
Clustered kitchen
Above the one day, some day
Subway, being built downstairs.

I (your mother)
Sit on the brown, leather couch
That sticks when you move.
Where I am waiting,
For the rattling of your key chain,
Full of keys clattering,
As you search to find the right one
To open the tawny door.

Sponsored by Steve Blumenthal, Michael & Diana Brooks, Ben Chin, Timothy Chow, Russell 
DeLaCour & Ingrid Wong, Anna Lassiter, Robert Meringolo, Jamie Niven, and 

Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs

You are coming (my daughter)
And I’m waiting, waiting,
And waiting.
I love you like I love chicken and   
  Dipsy Doodles.

You are wonderful, loving
And almost here.
Where I am waiting,
Waiting and waiting.
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Cracked Keychain
By Jada, Grade 6  

I look at this old picture everyday;
Can’t touch it through its
Cracked keychain plastic case.
Cracked like their courtship,
Cut off too soon.

I look at this old picture and see
My dad happily smiling, and
My mommy smiling with him.
I wonder if they were happy,
So happy that
Their smiles go beyond the crack.

What if I sat between,
Grinning gratefully at them both?
With no grandparents to speak of,
No one waiting for me at home.
The picture would change:
Not unlike the coins that
Jingle in my tattered purse next to
My cracked keychain.

I look at this cracked keychain,
Its silver ring waiting for keys:
A cracked keychain with no means.
There is no home,
No key to their hearts,
No place for us to be together.
 

Sponsored by John & Elaine Alexander, Shannon Bambanek, Michael & Diana Brooks, 
Carol Brown, Leigh Butler, Timothy Chow, Rebecca de Kertanguy, 

Elizabeth Eielson, Uwa Eno-Obong, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Greta Gunnarsdottir, Andrew 
Lee, Young Lee, Bethia Liu, Robert Meringolo, Sandra Michael, Matthew Quan, Margaret Crotty 

& Rory Riggs, Anne Robinson, Rusty & Julia Shepard, Joy Singer, and Lorre Snyder
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The Sun Speaks Forgiveness
By Jesujwon, Grade 6  

The moon is leaving
To make room for the sun.
The moon has packed its
Cold and gloomy self away, and
The sun has arrived with a brand new day.
Forget the past and forgive,
The sun sings softly.
This war has lasted far too long.

The sun arrives without resentment,
Forgetting the callous moon.
Her umbrage is not lost in rage, but
Her forgiveness graces her rays.
The sun speaks forgiveness.
This is how the sun speaks forgiveness.

Sponsored by Fairfax Dorn, Ronald Levine, Alexandra Low, Robert Meringolo, 
Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs, Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, and Joy Singer
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To My Mother
By Juan, Grade 4 

I watch my sisters play together, and
I think about what I could do
With a brother.
Building with Legos,
Playing the games brothers like,
Two of us, together.

I hear my grandparent’s voices, and
I think about what I could see
On a trip to Mexico.
All the open space,
The people playing soccer,
The faces of my mother’s parents.

I see you with your red eyes,
Your body wrapped in a sky blue blanket.
I think about what we could do
If you got better.
We could eat dinner
All of us together.

I watch.
I hear.
I see.
And we build, and build, and build.
Soon your eyes will be clear, and
We will build
Massive marble towers together.

Sponsored by Ghislain de Kertanguy, Rebecca de Kertanguy, Linda & Jeff Malamy, 
Robert Meringolo, Juan Manuel Sanchez, and Remi L.Young
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My Hero
By Juan Carlos, Grade 8

Do you see the man
Walking me to school?
Not so tall,
To be honest,
But his eyes look kind.
I believe I look like him
Though others tell me I do not.

He walks beside me
On Tuesdays,
Wednesdays,
Thursdays,
And Fridays.
But on Monday mornings
I walk alone
While he works.

Do you see the man
Selling flowers on 96th street?
He hands out the roses,
Tulips and
Carnations
To customers kindly
(Though technically he doesn’t smile so 
much).
He thinks his job is not exciting
But I think he is my hero.
When he comes home from work at night
Holding colorful roses for my mom,
She beams,
Knowing how much he cares
For her,
How much he cares
For all of us.

 Sponsored by John & Elaine Alexander, 
Janine Antoni, Michael & Diana Brooks, 

Timothy Chow, Raquel Cuevas Velasquez,  
Ghislain de Kertanguy,  

Rebecca de Kertanguy, Ilene Deutsch, 
Jennifer Feierman, Tim Horsburgh, 

Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Ashley Goodale, 
Greta Gunnarsdottir, Anna Lassiter, Kim 

Lumpkin, Monica Machado, Rob 
Meringolo, Michael Sandra, Jamie Niven, 

Matthew Quan, Michael Ro, Doug & Jerilynn 
Radcliffe, Rusty & Julia Shepard, Jim & Jill 

Taylor, Pamela Thomas, Katrina Wright,
 and Remi L. Yong

He brings them
In fall,
Winter,
And spring.
But on summer mornings,
He takes me
With him.

He arranges the flowers,
That I deliver,
Knowing that I like the extra change
In my pocket.

But when business is slow,
We drink coffee,
Listen to music,
And relax,
Savoring any time we have together
It is times like this,
When his job is not exciting,
That I remember
Why he is my hero.
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My Ride
By Julissa, Grade 8 

I’m a passenger on a train
Sitting in a warm, old seat,
Holding heat from its last customer –
Another person on her way
To a different place.
Relief to sit,
Tired from my tedious journey.

I’m a passenger on a train
Hearing the shuffle of a homeless man
As he moves backward through the cars,
Shaking a cup of coins in his trembling hands
To the place
I’m trying to run away from.

I’m a passenger on a train
Surrounded by desperate people,
Trying to go my way
But straying from the path
Leaving me alone
To read the signs
And count the numbers.

I’m a passenger on a train.
Who’s heard it all.
Seen it all.
But I sure don’t know it all.

I’m a passenger on a train
Leaving the past behind.
On my way to the
Destination of my dreams.

Sponsored by Virginia Lopez, Robert Meringolo, David Pena & Dorothy Sanders, and 
Doug Ross & Jerilynn Radcliffe  
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Angel Guardiana 
By Laura, Grade 5 

She was playing under a tired tree.
Her uncle, aunts, and parents watched
Then gasped silently.
Horrible masks covered their faces.

She was confused
Standing under a tree that
Stretched out his arms.
Yawning in the cool, peaceful morning.
His branches tired from holding up
The little birds and the wet leaves.
She didn’t see the branch sag and 
sway.

She turned around.

The branch fell
An inch away.

The family fell silent.
The girl, 
Unaware
Looked around,
She lived.
Somehow she knew to move
Out of the shadow of the heavy 
branch.

My mom has told me this story many 
  times.
She says, 
Mija, it was a miracle.
But I know. 
It was my guardian angel,
Waiting, watching, protecting me.
She’ll be with me forever.

Sponsored by Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, 
Robert Meringolo, and Remi L.Yong
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Sponsored by Robert Meringolo, Rebecca de Kertanguy, Linda & Jeff Malamy, Dan Singer & 
Catherine Havemeyer, Rafael & Joanne Soto, and Pamela Thomas

Dr. Ramos
By Luis, Grade 5

When I am a doctor, 
I’ll help kids when they are sick.
When they touch too much and
Spread their germs.

They’ll need me to 
Listen to their little lungs
With my cold, metallic stethoscope.
I’ll tell them, 
Breathe in, breathe out.

They’ll need me 
To check their reflexes and
I’ll hit their knees
With my blue, plastic hammer.
I’ll tell them, 
Relax, stay still.

They’ll need me to 
Weigh and measure them.
I’ll walk them to the scale,
Lift the metal ruler hanging from the back.
I’ll tell them, 
Take off your shoes, stand up straight.

They’ll need me to 
Teach them about exercise and 
Healthy foods.
I’ll tell them, 
Candy gives you cavities!

In the mornings,
For my exercise,
I’ll swim at Asphalt Green and 
Watch the EHS students
Swim their laps, too.

I’ve heard that doctors 
Make a lot of money.
But 
I’ll do it for the kids and
My mom. 
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Ode to the Pencil
By Messiah, Grade 5 

My pencil is an All-Star!                                                
He runs across the page
Like Ray Rice
Carrying my ideas.
On test day, his Super Bowl,
He flies across the field
Circling, then erasing, 
Then circling again.
He’s in a rush to beat
Ms. Panzarella’s clock.

During his favorite part of the season, 
The draft,
He recruits new teammates:
Bic 0.5 milimeter men,
Skinny, shiny Sharpies, 
Soft gripboys.
He builds his strength
With boxes of nutrient lead and
Retires the old, brown, 
Tired No. 2’s

In the locker room that is my pencil 
  case,
He rests and plans game strategies.
On the field that is the loose leaf, 
He runs up the B-Gap,
Putting a stiff arm to a 
Big, buff pen.
The announcer yells,
He’s gone! Out of sight!

When summer comes,
His off-season, 
Stored in my closet
After all his work,
He asks for no Vince Lomsharpie trophy.
Just the satisfaction of being on my 
  roster next year,
Not replaced by some unsharpened 
  rookie.
He rests in my pencil case knowing
He’ll leave a permanent mark on history,
One that no one can erase. 

Sponsored by, Bill Glaser & Eileen Devito, Robert Meringolo, John & Elaine Alexander, 
Michael & Diana Brooks, Shannon Bambanek, Carol Brown, Leigh Butler, 

Katherine Chang, Ben Chin, Timothy Chow, Glenton W. Davis Jr.,Ghislain de Kertanguy,  
Rebecca de Kertanguy, Russell DeLa Cour & Ingrid Wong, Ilene Siegel Deutsch, Ali Donovan, 
Fairfax Dorn, Carolina & Liliana Falcone, Jennifer Feierman, Barrett & Peter Feldman, Birgit 

Garland, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Peter Gluck, Ashley Goodale, Lily Gordon, Valerie Green, 
Greta Gunnarsdottir, Tiffany Hall, Samuel Inyang, Marisa Kolodny, Andrew Lee, Jamie & Michael 
Leonhart, Ronald Levine, Virginia Lopez, Alexandra Low, Kim Lumpkin, Maura A. Lyons, Jeff & 
Linda Malamy, Andrew McIlroy & Kit Letterese, Michael H. McMahon, Robert Meringolo, Sandra 

Michael, Laurie Gene Mygatt, Brendan Nelson, Jamie Niven, Patricof Family, Amber Patton, 
Dr. Ena Pearl, Alison Pena, Matthew Quan, Anne Robinson, R.D. Rosen, Hillary Schafer & Mark 

Shafir, Fred & Ava Scott, Ruth Shillingford, Jim & Jill Taylor, Pamela Thomas, Stacie Wong, 
Rachel & Nancy Woolf, and Remi L.Yong
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Reason
By Obadiah, Grade 8

I believe everything happens for a reason.
The first smallest molecule
And the biggest bang
That created creatures on a spinning orb.
Though it took billions of years,
We are here.

I believe if I had not missed the beach day     
On Coney Island with my cousins,
My life might have been cut short
By the shooting on the sand
That damaged the lives of so many others.
I was saved.

I believe the pain of a broken arm
Caused by a fall in the schoolyard
Made me realize my own strength.
As my bones rebuilt themselves
In a time when I felt weak,
I was renewed.

I believe if I had stayed with my dad
In the big white house in Brooklyn,
I would have never found the   
  friends
Or the better me
In Harlem.
I was reborn.

I believe in every moment
We must find the meaning
And reach for the reason.
So that we can know
Why we are here
We are here.

Sponsored by Sarah Adler, John & Elaine Alexander, Diana & Michael Brooks, Abby & Chris 
Buhrman, Ben Chin, Rebecca de Kertanguy, Russell DeLaCour & Ingrid Wong, Amy Dunn, 

Barrett Feldman, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Greta Gunnarsdottir, Marisa Kolodny, Anna Lassiter, 
Michael & Jamie Leonhart, Carolyn Leonhart-Escoffery, Monica Machado, Jeff & Linda Malamy, 

Rob Meringolo & Lisa Shanri, Laurie Gene Mygatt, Jamie Niven, Alison Pena, Doug Ross & 
Jerilynn Radcliff, Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, Stacie Wong, and Remi L. Yong
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The Puerto Rican Boy
By Rafael, Grade 7 

Say what you will
About the Puerto Rican boy
Who hangs out on the stoop
In front of the
Wrinkled, worn-out buildings.

You can say he’s from the ghetto.
I say he’s from
The land of the free and the brave.
But first from San Juan.
You may call it the
Poor part of Puerto Rico.

Say what you will
About the Puerto Rican music
With the Spanish beats you shut out
When we share it.
I say it celebrates our heritage,
Our ancestors, and
Makes our bones move.

Sponsored by Timothy Chow, Elizabeth Eielson, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, 
Carolyn Leonhart- Escoffery, Alexandra Low, Kim Lumpkin, Maura Lyons, Jeff & Linda 

Malamy, Rob Meringolo & Lisa Shanri, Dr. Ena Pearl, Alison Pena, R.D. Rosen, 
Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, Rafael & Joanne Soto, and Remi L. Yong

Say what you will
About Puerto Rico,
Red, white, and blue, too,
But with only one star.
A country full of mystery
Whose people held their ground.
We were once wealthy, too
(Like you.)
But our lives are still rich.

Say what you will
About the Puerto Rican boy.
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Dive
By Rhakieem, Grade 5 

One day at Asphalt Green
My teacher brought me to the 
Long, white diving board.
He said,
You have one shot!
I was as scared as a kindergartener 
On his first day of school.
I thought I was going to drown
In the cool blue pool
That starts shallow and 
Deepens to the deepest depths.

My teacher said, 
You can do it!
I watched Kenneth do it.
I watched a 4th grader do it.
I had to do it.

So I put on my goggles and
Let my heart drop.
I bounced three times
1-2-3.
Then, I jumped.
I was a car on a rollercoaster.
I was an airplane in descent.
I thought,

Underwater,
Black lines,
Smooth, warm water on my skin,
Bitter chlorine in my mouth.
I stretched my arms wide,
Ready to breathe in deeply and 
Pushed up through the water
Just the way my teacher taught me. 

I was sad to leave the pool that day.

Sponsored by Leigh Butler, Ben Chin, Ghislain de Kertanguy, William de Lannoy, Elizabeth 
Eielson, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Rob Meringolo & Lisa Shanri, Amber Patton, Dan Singer & 

Catherine Havemayer, and Stephanie Tseng
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 I’m going to miss my family.



Super Dad
By Ricky, Grade 6  
Second Place Winner

Super.
He’s the first person they call,
The contact everyone needs.
Super.
But I see the way they look at him.
He takes care of his family:
The people in the apartments.
His job is his home.

My dad is like a superhero.
He is brave like a superhero.
He is strong like a superhero.
At his job, in his home, he sweeps   
  through garbage, 
He shovels through ice and snow,
He rakes the leaves,
He bears the rain.
He organizes plastic, paper, tin.
He stacks the news.
He clears the menus.
I see the way they look at him.
Super.

 

He is like a father to the fatherless,
A husband for the husbandless.
Someone to change the light bulb
When the flash pops and dims.
Someone to snake the drain
When the sink becomes too full.
Someone to take for granted,
When they don’t know who he really is.

He makes people feel safe in their homes.
He makes a home a home.
Home happens with him.

Even though we live at the bottom,
I imagine him on the top.
Super.

 

Sponsored by Leigh Butler, Ben Chin, Ghislain de Kertanguy, William de Lannoy, 
Elizabeth Eielson, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Robert Meringolo, Amber Patton, 

Dan Singer & Catherine Havemayer, and Stephanie Tseng
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Always
By Ronaldo, Grade 6
People’s Choice Winner

My father always tells me,
Stand straight,
Que siempre camina firme.
My father with the
Taller-than-I-am stance.

My father always tells me,
I will support you, son.
Te apoyo, hijo.
My father with the
Nicked knuckles.

My father always tells me,
Do not work like a dog, like I do.
No trabajes como yo como un burro.
My father with the
Deep scars from trying.

My father always tells me,
Never give up on your dream.
Nunca te des por vencido en tu sueño. 
My father with the
Proud, tired smile.

My father always tells me,
Do better than I have.
Haz mejor que yo.
My father with the
Kind heart.

In the kitchen where he works,
My father thinks of me and
Hopes that I am somewhere
Standing tall, chasing my dreams,
So that I won’t be like him.

But how can I do better,
When I think he is the best?

Sponsored by John & Elaine Alexander, Aaron Bartz, Steve Blumenthal, Michael & Diana Brooks,  
Carol Brown, Leigh Butler, Elsa Caney, Katherine Chang, Timothy Chow, 

Rebecca de Kertanguy,  Russell DeLa Cour & Ingrid Wong, Ilene Deutsch, Ali Donovan, Fairfax 
Dorn, Amy Dunn, Kenneth & Pamela Dunn, Elizabeth Eielson, Ita Ekpoudom, Uwa Eno-Obong, 
Jennifer Feierman, Barrett & Peter Feldman, Birgit Garland, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Peter 

Gluck, Lily Gordon, Valerie Green, Greta Gunnarsdottir, Samuel Inyang,  Stephanie Kearney, Lisa 
& Oliver Knowlton,  Andrew Lee, Young Lee, Jamie & Michael Leonhart, Elizabeth Levine, Bethia 
Liu, Alexandra Low, Kim Lumpkin, Monica Machado, Jeff & Linda Malamy, Andrew McIlroy & Kit 
Letterese, Robert Meringolo, Sandra Michael, Laurie Gene Mygatt, Jamie Niven, Patricof Family, 
Dr. Ena Pearl, Alison Pena, Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs, Anne Robinson, R.D. Rosen, Randy 
Rubin, Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, Jolie Schoeffer, Fred & Ava Scott, Rusty & Julia Shepard, 
Dan Singer & Catherine Havemeyer, Margaret Strowe, Stephanie Tseng, Stacie Wong, Katrina 

Wright, and Remi L. Yong
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They Already Knew the Steps
By Sofia, Grade 8
First Place Winner 

They awoke at 5 a.m.
And kept their eyes closed as they 
walked.
They already knew the steps.
They’ve walked them for a million years.
And as they left
They couldn’t help but wonder
What could have been.

They walked fast and
Blinked away the cold, fresh morning air
That slapped their faces as they
Hurried to work with the same question,
Stuck just like resentment.

And when the sun turns from bright to 
  dim,
They walk the hopeless streets and
See other wandering faces
With the same distant look that asks
What could have been.

And when the sky turns blue and black
And when it’s time to finally come back
Their bodies cold, numb, and tired,
They tuck their children into bed and
Give them that same look that tells them
About what could have been.
What wasn’t ever offered them.

 

Each morning I wake at 5 a.m.
And keep my eyes closed as I walk.
I already know the steps.

I’ve walked them for a million 
years.
And this day and the next
I will strive to reach
What could have been.

Sponsored by Michael & Diana Brooks, Carol Brown, Ben Chin, Fairfax Dorn, Bill 
Glaser & Eileen DeVito, Kim Lumpkin, Monica, Sofi & Santi Machado, Jeff & Linda Malamy, 

Robert Meringolo, Jamie Niven, Alison Pena, Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs, 
and Doug Ross & Jerilynn Radcliffe
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The Victorias 
By Viviana, Grade 5

When my mother was ten,  
She did not go to school. 

Victoria helping her mother.
She went out to the streets of Puebla
To sell paletas.
Twelve each day.
The colors of the rainbow.
To buy medicine for her mother, Victoria.

She went out to her mother’s garden
To pick strawberries, carrots, and bluberries.
So that her family can eat.

My grandmother dreamed my mother
Would become a doctor.
The dreams of two Victorias.

A mother helping her daughter,
Victoria sat in a folding chair
In the heat of the market.
Selling mangos, fresas, y manzanas
To buy pencils and paper for school.

A daughter beside her mother,
I ride the train every morning
To go to school.
I read, I write, I run.
For  my mother, Victoria.
For my grandmother, Victoria.
For the two Victorias.

Sponsored by Margaret Crotty & Rory Riggs, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, and 
Robert Meringolo
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Elegantly, Even
By Yadira, Grade 8 

No color in his face, not a
Glow nor a blush.
It was as if everything had
Faded or washed away,
Like sidewalk chalk after April showers.

He lay there, still,
His body loose and relaxed.
Yet his face was stiff.
He didn’t smile,
Didn’t open his eyes.
He had them shut
The whole time.

His hands were above his heart
As if he were reciting the Pledge.
They rested there motionless,
The whole time.
He was dressed very nicely,
Elegantly even.

Everyone else in the room
Wore black.
Most there were crying.
I heard a prayer,
Our father, who art in heaven,
And then I knew
The man lying down
With no color in his face
Was gone.

Sponsored by Michael & Diana Brooks, Bill Glaser & Eileen DeVito, 
Robert Meringolo, Bill Paypah, Doug Ross & Jerilynn Radcliffe, Hillary Schafer & Mark Shafir, 

and Dan Singer & Catherine Havemeyer
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Framed hand printed poetry is available for purchase. 
Please contact the EHS Development 

Office. 



309 East 103rd Street | New York, NY 10029
212-876-8775|www.eastharlemschool.org


